1934
CONFIDENTIAL RECORD SHEET
REGISTRATION AND MEMBERSHIP
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

DATE 9/21/72

FULL NAME KENNETH KARL SLUMWAV (No initials if you can possibly get full name)

ADDRESS 1914 2 THIRD ST

CITY CUYAHOGA FALLS STATE OH 10 ZIP CODE 44221

AGE 28 (This is important and should be exact)

APPROXIMATE AGE (To be used ONLY when exact age is not known)

RELIGION BAPTIST NATIONALITY AMERICAN

OCCUPATION ELECTRICAN

EDUCATION 12 YEARS

WEIGHT 192 COLOR WHITE HEIGHT 5' 8"

COLOR OF HAIR BLUE-GRAY COLOR OF EYES BROWN

SPEECH 5 SLIGHT SPEECH-THICK-VICE SOME DRAWLING AS A YOUNGSTER

OUTSTANDING CHARACTERISTICS OR INTERESTS

MARRIED OR SINGLE SINGLE CHILDREN (Number, ages, and names, if possible)

WIFE'S NAME

SCOUTING CONNECTIONS:

UNIT # CITY STATE OFFICE DATE REGISTERED DATE RESIGNED
164 CUYAHOGA FALLS OHIO SMN 1969 AUG 1-72

SPECIAL RECOGNITION

RECOMMENDED FOR CONFIDENTIAL FILE FOR FOLLOWING REASONS:

HOMOSEXUAL ACT WITH A SCOUT - JULY 28, 1972 AT CAMP BUTLER - ORDER OF THE ARROW LODGE BUILDING

PREPARED BY DAVID E. MARY CAMPAIGN DIRECTOR

signed: 
SCOUT EXECUTIVE

Council CLEVELAND, OHIO

CONF004162
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September 27, 1972

Mr. Wayne H. Le Crone
Scout Executive
Great Trail Council, No. 433

Dear Wayne:

Thank you for the confidential record sheets concerning the above Scouters. We have added this information to our file. This will be most helpful for identification purposes in the future, should they again try to register in Scouting.

Sincerely,

Paul Ernst, Supervisor
Registration and Membership
September 14, 1973

Mr. Wayne H. Le Cron

29th Street Council, No. 423

Dear Wayne:

Thank you for your letter of August 11th and the enclosed copies of
concept. We recommend the City Council consider the attached memo which shows
that there is a total of 2,000 square feet of land that could be utilized for
public use.

I also urge that the Council consider the attached memo which shows
that there is a total of 2,000 square feet of land that could be utilized for
public use.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

John D. Johnson

[Address]
August 25, 1972

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. Paul Ernst, Supervisor
Registration and Membership
National Council

Dear Paul:

Attached you will find a confidential communication received from Wayne LeCrone, Scout Executive, Akron, Ohio, which should have been sent directly to you.

Sincerely,

I. Robert Kilmer
Director of Support Service

LRK:dpd
Enclosure
cc: Wayne H. LeCrone, SE
August 11, 1972

Mr. Bruce C. Winston
6340 Greenwood Pkvy
Northfield, Oh 44067

Dear Bruce;

When I am not sure of procedures under the "new management", I correspond with you.

The two enclosed reports are detailed as you will note. I am sending you two copies for your disposition.

See you on August 18th.

Sincerely,

Wayne H. LeCrone
Scout Executive

WL: jp
Confidential Report
Camp Manatoc July 29, 1972

Saturday Morning July 29th, 1972 Carl Fowls, Health director was
alerted by [redacted] age 12 that he had been involved in
a sexual act by an adult. The adult was Kenneth Shumway, adviser to the
OA Ceremony team. While the Friday night ceremonies were going on at
Manatoc, Mr. Shumway and [redacted] went to the OA lodge building to
make ice cream for the rest of the team.

While there Mr. Shumway did the following:

1. Attempted to hypnotize [redacted] (he was unsuccessful, as the
   boy went along the act.)

2. After supposedly hypnotizing [redacted], Kenneth Shumway asked him
to lie down on his bed, [redacted] did so, not suspecting any thing.

3. Mr. Shumway then sat on [redacted] legs so he could not get away.
He proceeded to pull [redacted] outer trousers and his underwear
down to his knees.

4. Mr. Shumway then started to masturbate the boy by hand and after
a period of time stimulated the boy orally.

5. After a period of time Mr. Shumway ceased the above actions and
pulled the boy’s trousers up and redressed him.

6. He then told [redacted] that he was going to wake up now and that he
would not remember anything that had happened. Also would
fall asleep again if Mr. Shumway mentioned a clue word. (This was
tried, but since [redacted] had never been hypnotized, it did not work.)

This story was related to John Thompson, Asst. Camp Director, Tom Huber
Chaplain, and David Macy Reservation Director.

7. As an added point, Mr. Shumway admitted to [redacted] that Shumway
was the person that had gotten into [redacted] sleeping bag and pulled
his underwear down two weeks before [redacted] had not reported this
incident, but remembers it well.

David E. Macy Reservation Director, made the confrontation of Mr.
Shumway on Saturday PM. Bruce Burroughs-Butler Ranger was present.

Kenneth Shumway admitted that the actions described above had
happened and that he had done them.
Mr. Shumway was asked to leave camp at that time and that he would be contacted. It was suggested that he seek professional guidance for his problem. He will not be active in Scouting or his troop any longer.

A follow-up will be made by the Great Trail Council to ascertain that Mr. Shumway is undergoing treatment.

In all instances of reference, all persons names are to be confidential to protect the innocent and the good name of Scouting.

So Submitted

John Thompson

David E. Macy

Bruce Burroughs

Tom Huber
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